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Tom Gates Dogzombies Rule For Now
Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make DogZombies
the BEST band in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD! How
hard can it be? I'm going to: 1. Write more songs.
(Not about teachers.) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR
music video. (Easy.) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky
when you're being kept awake by LOUD NOISES.)
4. Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES
but always FUN.)
Pass your level 1 music test with Tom Gates! From
DogZombies to Dude3, music is a HUGE part of the
Tom Gates world. Learn how to play all your
favourite songs from the series with REAL notation
for: Guitar Ukulele Piano Recorder And with notation
for drums and tips and tricks for vocals!
Tom Gates: overachiever? We never thought we'd
see the day! Tom's latest goal is to earn a Star Pupil
Badge. Marcus Mildrew has one, and Tom wants
one so he can stay in the library at lunchtime and
catch up on his comics. But it's not going to be easy.
To earn the badge, he'll have to get his homework in
on time . . . and as always, his life is full of
distractions. A new girl has moved in next door. A
girl who hates him and keeps pulling faces. His
grandparents are celebrating their 50th wedding
anniversary and Uncle Kevin thinks it would be a
great idea to get a family portrait taken. Tom doesn't.
And as usual, Delia is being very grumpy. How will
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Tom ever get his hands on that Star Pupil Badge?
Meet Tom Gates - a master of excuses, an expert
doodler, a comic story writer extraordinaire, and the
bane of his teacher's existence! In this recent
recipient of the 2011 Roald Dahl Funny Prize,
readers will find an honest, silly and laugh-out-loud
book in the format of Tom's battered homework
diary, crammed full of his scribbles and stories. And
in his wacky journal, you'll find all sorts of comic
craziness to make you groan with glee! Hear about
Tom's worst holiday ever ("camping sucks") and the
time his parents went to parents' evening ("groan").
Tom's battered homework diary is crammed with his
scribbles and stories, cartoons and ideas - as well as
comments from the long-suffering Mr. Fullerman.
Warning! Do not attempt to read this in public. You
will laugh loudly!
Tom Gates, master of excuses, expert doodler and
hilarious story writer is back -- and making the most
of his holiday! No school for two whole weeks leaves
Tom with tons of time for the important things in life.
He can forget all about school and the irritating
Marcus Meldrew, and save his energy for the good
stuff! Stuff like: inventing new ways to annoy his
sister Delia (so many); band practice for the
Dogzombies (rock stars in the making!); watching TV
and eating caramel wafers; eating caramel wafers
and watching TV. Excellent. Of course, he still has to
do his book report for Mr. Keen... Full of Tom's
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honest, silly, laugh-out-loud funny scribbles and
stories -- and a doodle-filled glossary to help
Canadian kids make sense of British terms (what IS
a caramel wafer, anyway?) -- this follow-up to the
Roald Dahl Funny Prize winner The Brilliant World of
Tom Gates is guaranteed to have readers in
stitches!
The bestselling fully-illustrated Tom Gates series is
back with a new book! This book is VERY important
because it contains BISCUITS, BANDS and all my
(doodled) plans to make DogZombies the BEST
band in the world.
Tom's mum is madly gathering stuff from around the
house to sell off at a boot sale. Tom's worried she
might get rid of some of his prized things, but then
again he might make a little money selling his stuff to
buy a scooter! Meanwhile, Business Day is coming
up at school. Tom comes up with a brilliant idea for
an item his team can sell for Business Day. But
because he was busy doodling, Tom accidentally
gets himself switched to another group. And Tom's
sister Delia continues to be grumpy, but now she has
a key to her bedroom. What is she keeping locked
behind that door?
A bug is so ugly she scares away the bird that was
about to devour her.
Having two sets of grandparents is turning out to be very
good for met. The wrinklies (Mum's parents) are keen on
giving presents and they're planning a family outing too,
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which is going to be epic. Delia wants to come as well (Why?)
I can always ignore her.
Readers who have devoured Captain Underpants, Wimpy
Kid, and the works of Raina Telgemeier will love the highenergy, hilarious antics of the Foot family from one of the
largest names in the UK. Step up to the challenge . . . win or
shoes!Meet Ruby and Bear. Their dad has just invented the
most amazing thing ever -- flying shoes! But his horrible boss
Wendy Wedge knows that entering flying shoes will
guarantee the Golden Shoe Award, and she will do anything
to win the trophy.Ruby and Bear must outwit a bully, infiltrate
a shady company, and rescue their dad all while keeping the
shoes hidden. This can only mean one thing. It's . . . shoe
wars!The brand new, laugh-out-loud, spectacular stand-alone
story from multi-million copy bestselling author and illustrator
Liz Pichon.
Little Croc loves his big brother, Boris. But lately Boris has
been acting strangely. All he wants to do is eat and sleep and
spend time with friends his own age - and he is SO grumpy. Ebook edition of a brilliantly funny and reassuring tale about
dealing with teenage siblings, written especially for little ones.
Turning Cartwheels tells the story of Emma's desperation to
join Carly's Cartwheel Club, who show off their acrobatic
tricks in the playground at lunchtime. Week after week, Emma
lines up for a try-out, only to be told by Carly that she hasn't
made the cut. When Emma is finally accepted, she finds that
Carly's rules and requirements take all the joy out of
cartwheeling, and that being part of the gang isn't as
awesome as she expected. While the book deals with themes
of determination, persistence and self-confidence, the main
idea that it explores is bullying -- in particular, the subtle,
underhanded bullying often experienced by primary schoolaged girls. Specifically, the character of Carly represents the
'frenemy' that many young girls encounter -- a strong, popular
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girl who seems to be their friend, but whose behaviour is
often actually manipulative and mean. While girls often
gravitate towards these 'frenemies', preferring to stay on their
good side and remain part of their social group, Turning
Cartwheels introduces the idea that there are alternatives,
and that children should choose their friends based on
kindness, and having fun together.
Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make Dog Zombies the
BEST band in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD! How hard can it
be? (Very) Right now I'm going to: 1. Write more songs. (Not
about teachers) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR music video.
(Easy) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when you're being kept
awake by LOUD NOISES) 4. Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with
DOG ZOMBIES but always FUN.)
What's better than another Tom Gates book? Two Tom Gates
books in one! This unique volume includes a hilarious new
Tom Gates novella AND a whole bunch of doodle-tastic
activities. It's a must-have for all Tom Gates fans! It's Book
Week at Oakfield school and everyone is very excited. Mr.
Keen says there will be an excellent prize for best costumes
worn on Book Day, so suddenly making a good costume is
vitally important! Of course Delia's not much help (as usual).
Then Marcus decides that he is a super hero and can't
understand why "Super Marcus" isn't the best name . . .
PLUS: There's loads to read, make, and do! In fact, there are
64 pages stuffed full of excellent stuff like drawing guides, fun
games, brilliant puzzles, and perfect pranks!
When Mum and Dad forget it's half term, what's Tom going to
do to keep busy over the break! A weeks' worth of drawing,
doodling, games, stories and activities in this fantastic new
illustrated offering from bestselling author of the Tom Gates
series, Liz Pichon!
Don't get bored - get busy! The must-have activity book for
fans of Tom Gates: packed with drawing guides, fun games,
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brilliant puzzles and perfect pranks to play on older sisters there's hours of fun ahead! Previously published in hardback
in 2014 as The Brilliant World of Tom Gates Annual: now with
added brand new pages from Liz.

Crocs don't do yoga... or do they?Connie is one
snappy crocodile. Any small setback can send the
croc into a frenzy, forcing all the creatures on
Constant Creek to take cover.Then an unlikely friend
suggests yoga to help stay calm?but Connie will
need some encouragement.Will she be brave
enough to give it a try?
The first children's book from superstar England
striker, Ian Wright. Striking Out follows the journey of
13-year-old Jerome, who has a dream of becoming a
world-class footballer. But with a difficult home life,
Jerome can’t see how he’ll ever make this dream
come true ... until he meets a mentor figure who can
hopefully put him on the right track. From the
winning writing team of Musa Okwonga and Ian
Wright. Musa Okwonga is an author, poet, journalist
and musician; he is a co-host of the Stadio football
podcast. Ian Wright is one of the UK’s all-time
leading goal scorers. He’s lifted the Premier League
title, The FA Cup, the European Cup Winners’ Cup
and won the Premier League golden boot.
THE BRILLIANT WORLD OF TOM GATES
ANNUAL is a must-have for all Tom Gates fans.
Packed with drawing guides, fun games, brilliant
puzzles and perfect pranks to play on older sisters Page 6/12
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this is the annual everyone will want!
In the next hilarious instalment of Tom Gates, Mr
Fullerman has a class assignment: a family tree!
Tom's ready to learn all about the Gates family, his
friends and a furry creature (or two!). But just what
*is* that squeaking sound coming from Tom's
shoes?
Exciting News! Mr Fullerman announces that class
5F are going on an 'Activity Break'! Which should be
fun. As long as I don't get stuck in a group with
anyone who snores or worse still with . . . . . . Marcus
Meldrew.
The top-selling U.K. series for middle-grade readers
now crosses the pond! Meet Tom Gates. When his
teachers don’t have their beady eyes on him, he
likes to draw pictures and write about stuff, like last
summer’s worst camping vacation ever (five
merits!), or how much he hates sitting next to nosy
Marcus Meldrew, the most annoying boy at school.
All Tom really wants is to score tickets to see the
best band ever, Dude3, when they come to town,
and to impress Amy Porter, who is very nice and
smart (but is currently ignoring him). Tom’s teachers
think he is easily distracted and “lacks focus,” but
that’s a bit harsh — can he help it if his grumpy big
sister, Delia, made him late for school (again), or that
last night’s homework had to be sacrificed to stave
off a vicious dog attack? Master of excuses, creative
storyteller, and middle-school comedian
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extraordinaire, Tom Gates is guaranteed to get kids
turning the pages — and keep them laughing.
What luck - more Tom Gates! Tom's dad wants to
make a kite so they can go out together and get
some fresh air. This would be okay with Tom if he
had a dog, but that's just not going to happen. Tom's
grumpy sister Delia is allergic to dogs! Tom has
other things on his mind. The Rock Weekly Band
Battle Audition is coming up, and Tom, Derek and
Norman need some SERIOUS band practice. But
Tom's not panicking because they have loads of time
. . . time that passes quickly . . . time that runs out!
Will Tom and his friends pull it together in time for
the audition?
Bill is bored. Not just a bit bored, but Really Bored.
His owner Mrs Pickle is never bored. She's always
busy reading, gardening, cooking or doing kung fu.
But Bill finds it all very Very dull, until one windy day
he's blown up in the air and off into space...
The seventeenth laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated Tom
Gates adventure! Tom's doing everything possible to
stay out of trouble but somehow he's got THREE sad
faces on the school achievement chart! And getting
another sad face means Mr Fullerman won't let him go
on the SCHOOL TRIP! Moany Marcus Meldrew is
making things worse and now Tom's annoyed his
grumpy sister Delia. Can his best friend Derek help? Will
Rooster the dog stop eating his homework?
Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make DogZombies the
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BEST band in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD! How hard
can it be? (Very.) Right now I'm going to: 1. Write more
songs. (Not about teachers.) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR
music video. (Easy.) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when
you're being kept awake by LOUD NOISES.) 4. Annoy
Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES but always
FUN.)
The next brilliant instalment of the fully-illustrated Tom
Gates series will have readers cracking up!
Tom Gates is back and things are better than ever! Well,
sort of . . . Back to school, but it's not all bad. Sports
Day, the school fair, and Tom's birthday are all coming
up. And even better, his awful big sister Delia won't be at
any of those events! On the downside, Granny Mavis is
threatening to make his birthday cake. But on the other
hand, Mr. Keen has asked Dogzombies to perform in
front of the whole school! YEAH! Maybe they can even
play at the school dance, too. How can the term turn out
any less than seriously amazing? Follow Tom on his
third set of cheeky and doodle-tastic adventures in this
Roald Dahl Funny Prize-winning series! Includes a
doodle-filled glossary to help Canadian kids make sense
of British terms (what IS a caramel wafer, anyway?).
Fluffy is a sleek and lovely kitty. Her claws are
manicured and her home is spotless. Her neighbour,
Scruffy, is NOTHING like Fluffy. His fur is smelly and his
claws are grimy - and his house is messy and disgusting!
But when the neighbours are both invaded by a large
group of mice, the cats must work together to reclaim
their homes.
The highs and lows of Tom's life are funnier than ever in
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this fourth wicked diary in the Roald Dahl Funny Prizewinning series! Seeing Delia without her sunglasses on
is a big shock for Tom, but that's nothing compared to
the surprise that Dad has in store with his new-found
fitness regime! He says he's going to compete at the
school Sports Day . . . can you even imagine the
horrendous shame that will bring? Meanwhile, Tom,
Derek, and Norman are preparing for the school talent
show. Tom is desperate to become a rock star . . . but
will his band Dog Zombies actually get a chance to play,
or will Tom's plans be thwarted by the Measly Marcus
Meldrew? This fourth book in the award-winning Tom
Gates series is packed with cheeky antics and hilarious
doodles. Plus: a doodle-filled glossary will help Canadian
kids make sense of British terms (what IS a caramel
wafer, anyway?).
Tom Gates is back . and at the top of his class (nearly)
From Tom: TIPS FOR BEING TOP OF THE CLASS
(Sadly...I did NONE of these things.) 1. Stay awake in
lessons (it helps.) 2. Don't draw HILARIOUS pictures of
your teachers. 3. AVOID the class bully to stay out of
trouble. 4. Don't let Mum and Dad write ANYTHING in
your school planner. 5. Don't let your grumpy sister Delia
BOSS you around. (Technically not a school issue - but
still important.) I'm TRYING to get voted onto the school
council as well - but thanks to the ABOVE list it's not
exactly going to plan. This ninth story in the awardwinning Tom Gates series is packed with cheeky antics
and hilarious doodles! Plus: a doodle-filled glossary that
will help Canadian kids make sense of British terms
(what IS a caramel wafer, anyway?).
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Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make DogZombies the
BEST band in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD! How hard
can it be? (Very) Right now I'm going to:1. Write more
songs. (Not about teachers) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR
music video. (Easy) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when
you're being kept awake by LOUD NOISES) 4. Annoy
Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES but always
FUN.)
The brand new bestseller from multi-million copy selling
author and illustrator Liz Pichon. A laugh-out-loud, fully
illustrated collection of stories starring Tom Gates and his
friends, family and foes!
It’s a British invasion! Fans of the Wimpy Kid will love the
energetic doodles and entertaining escapades of Tom Gates,
now in a spectacular boxed set. Middle-school comedian,
homework dodger, rock-star wannabe, master doodler.
There’s only one kid who fits this description: Tom Gates, the
sensation from across the pond and star of these hilarious
adventures. Now collected in one brilliant boxed set with a
bonus locker-size poster that American homework avoiders
can color themselves, Tom’s antics are more enjoyable than
ever. It will take more than grumpy older sisters, killer
toothaches, and math lessons to stop Tom—not to mention his
band, DogZombies—from becoming a hit. Includes books 1
through 3, in paperback: The Brilliant World of Tom Gates
Tom Gates: Excellent Excuses (and Other Good Stuff) Tom
Gates: Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) Bonus! The Great
Locker Doodle of Tom Gates poster
Here's my excellent plan to make Dogzombies the best band
in the whole wide world! How hard can it be? Right. Now I'm
going to: 1. Write more songs. (not about teachers.) 2. Make
a spectacular music video. (easy.) 3. Get some sleep. (tricky
when you're being kept awake by loud noises.) 4. Annoy
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Delia. (nothing to do with Dogzombies but always fun).
DogZombies are the best band in the whole world (for now).
Tom has a four-point plan to make his band, DogZombies,
the best band in the world: 1. Write more songs. (Not about
teachers) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR music video. (Easy) 3.
Get some sleep. (Tricky when you're being kept awake by
LOUD NOISES) 4. Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with
DOGZOMBIES but always FUN.) What could go wrong?
Meanwhile, Tom's friend Mark Clump needs someone to look
after one of his pets while his family is moving house. Tom
can't wait. He's always wanted a pet. And Tom is thrilled to be
caring for Marble the hamster instead of a snake, a spider or
a skunk. But little Marble keeps everyone up all night with her
squeaky wheel, which makes everyone, especially Delia,
extra grumpy.
Tom Gates has super good skills! Tom, Delia and the whole
Gates family are going on holiday. How will Tom manage to
keep himself busy on the most boring campsite ever? By
doodling, of course! An exciting new story - this time with
doodle your own elements!
Dog Zombies Rules (For Now)
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